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Linguistic Traces of Colonization  

  

  

Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

  

  ...ح( 555، آ"ن وinfluenceآ"ن وح( ال 0/$.-؟ وح( ...  )'& !%$#" !  ه�ا:ي
   ا78.9$6:س
�ا 0/$.-؟ اF.0G/"ر، آ"ی& ت8ت$6 دی"ل ا9=?"ت ان !#$& آ./%@ 9%/"ل ا9/?6ب، آ.=>"ي ا9#"س :يHI 6$وح( ا8.9ت 

J$K(6L9ش ا"I د"N و J$("O0Gا J?=9ا J$(".9ا J?=9و ا J$I6F9ا J?=9"I رو)H$رو ا9%/"9$& آ)H$.ت=>"ي . آ ،P0Q=9 @%/.آ
"R$O9ا9#"س دی"ل ا9(ار اJ$("O0Gن اQSش ت"I و J$K(6L9و ا J$I6F9"I رو)H$آ Tب، ا9#"س . ء و !6اآQ#V=9 @%/.آ &$#!

J$K(6L9ا @Vش ت"I د"N J$("O0Gا J$(".9ا J?=9و ا J$I6F9ا J?=9رو ا)H$آ . @W ،ر"/F.0Gاك ا�HI "(6ش@ ت8ت Zا ا9%@ آ�ه
K(6W و "$("O0ا9%/"ل آ")] ا @W ،6ت?"لO9و ا "$("O0ب آ")] اQ#V9اا�و وحQ9 )[$] . " و W@ اP0Q9 را\ آ"K(6W [(" و ه

"K(6W 6 !& _6ف، !& _6ف/F.K! را\ ا9/?6ب آ=- آ"ن .  
 
 
English translation: 

 
Y: We went along this… There is some sort of influence... What do you call it? There is 
some sort of… 
S: Influence. 
Y: A big influence from colonization – an influence in the language such that, when one 
goes to northern Morocco, you would find that the people in the north speak Arabic and 
their second language is Spanish and then comes French. If you go to the center, you find 
that the people in Casablanca and Marrakech speak Arabic and French, and you could say 
French. If you go to the south, the people there speak Arabic, the second language is 
Spanish and then comes French. All of this is due to the colonial influence; in the south it 
was Spain and Portugal, in the north it was Spain and France, and in the center it was 
French. Of course, at some point the whole of Morocco was colonized by France.  
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About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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